LEAD THE CHANGE YOU WANT TO SEE

We cannot
change what
we are not
aware of and
once we are
aware we
cannot help but
change.
Sheryl Sandberg

WOMEN@WORK
A learning program for women to
create a thriving career for
themselves and others.

The rationale
The evidence is clear. Diversity and inclusion
is critical for a healthy society, economy and
workplace.
However, it can only be achieved by
removing invisible barriers, changing
outdated mindsets and creating a workplace
where all can belong.

According to one economic study,
attaining gender equality could
increase gross domestic product up to
US$28 trillion or 26 percent. All this

We are in a moment where real change is
possible. Circumstances have transformed
the way many work and live, and in the
process, have broken down existing
structures. We have the chance to rebuild
systems and practices to create workplaces
where everyone can thrive.
Women@Work is designed for women to
share and learn so that they can make the
most of their strengths, adapt and progress.

means that the most peaceful and
prosperous version of our planet
cannot be reached without better
including women.
Julia Gillard, 27th Prime Minister of Australia

Gillard, Julia and Okonjo-Iweala, Ngozi ,Women and Leadership,
Vintage Books, Australia, 2020

The Women@Work Program
This highly interactive, evidence-based program has been co-created by women for women. You will explore the
latest research, your own experiences and the stories of others to make changes in your career and your
workplace.

Module 1: Developing an Innovation Mindset

Module 3: Overcoming barriers for women

1. Explore the elements of an innovation mindset.
2. Discover your mindset strengths through
sharing and analysing stories.
3. Explore tools and techniques for innovating at
work.

1. Explore research and experience about barriers for
women.
2. Practice strategies for overcoming bias.
3. Recognise systemic changes to create more
inclusive workplaces.

Module 2: Building collaborative teams

Module 4: Leading change with confidence

1. Discuss why collaboration is critical for
innovation and change.
2. Identify requirements for healthy collaboration.
3. Develop strategies to create thriving teams.

1. Apply strategies to build confidence and visibility.
2. Advocate for change at work.
3. Explore options to implement personal change.

Outcomes
At the end of this program, you will be able to create
opportunities and pathways for yourself and others.
Specifically, you will leave with:
A method for building innovation and change.
Practical tools for creating inclusive and diverse teams.
Strategies for overcoming barriers to career progression.
A career plan which builds on your strengths, values and
interests.
A network of inspired and supportive women.

"I would highly recommend this course to
others. It allows you to look at yourself and
your practices to discover how to best use
your strengths and meet your purpose. It is
extremely comprehensive without being
overwhelming and has very useful tools
and resources to help sharpen one’s
leadership skills. It presents well
researched information and really makes

Who should attend?
This program helps women make informed choices about
their careers. They may be:
Women who want to progress in their career.
Women who want intellectual challenges and new ideas.
Women seeking to build their confidence and visibility at
work.
Women who want to make change happen in their
workplace or help others.

Why Women@Work?
Many companies recognise that a talented and diverse
workforce is a key competitive advantage for business
success. If your company is committed to promoting a
workplace environment where the diverse skills,
experiences and unique identities of your employees
are recognised, respected and valued, this program is
for you.
Make Women@Work part of your company's
commitment to enabling all employees to participate
to their full potential in a supportive and inclusive
environment.
Systems and practices that support women will benefit
all your employees and deliver better business
outcomes.

To learn more, visit hargraves.in/Women-at-work

you think about gender and stereotypes and
what those mean in the workforce. It is well
run and presented and provides you with
information that you can use for years to
come."
Tangee Stevenson, participant in
Hargraves Institute program for women, 2018.

In-person delivery

Pre-course survey.
Two-day workshop.
Support to develop and pitch a work-based
change project.
Follow-up session to report on change projects.

On-line delivery

Pre-course survey.
Three hours per week online over four weeks.
Between sessions activities.
Support to develop and pitch a work-based
change project.
Follow up session to recap learnings and review
change projects.

Your facilitator
Tess Julian is passionate about helping other
women succeed. She sees it as a means for a
building diversity in all forms and creating thriving
workplaces.
Tess has worked in, and for, a range of organisations
from start-ups to corporations, as an employee, a
leader, a business partner and a founder.
With a long and successful history of facilitation and
training in a variety of contexts, Tess will engage and
inspire you to make a difference. Her first hand
experience, coupled with the latest research, will
provide practical and timely insights for women who
are are eager for change.

There is growing recognition
in Australia’s business
community that increasing
women’s representation in
leadership and board
positions is critical to having
better-run, more-effective
companies that can respond
to the diverse demands of an
ever-changing business
environment.
McKinsey & Company - Women in leadership:

tessj@hargraves.com.au
+61 412 044 184

Hargraves Institute
Founded in 2006 by leading organisations,
Hargraves is Australia’s foremost community of
practice for collaboration and innovation.
Our mission is shared success by:
Learning together as a community.
Working together through collaboration.
Changing together through innovation.
Hargraves lives its commitment to building
diverse and innovative organisations every day.
This program is a critical part of achieving our
mission and helping our community build
prosperous organisations.

Hargraves Institute Pty Ltd
ABN 23 120 509 659
www.hargraves.com.au
m: 0411 578 519
e: hi@hargraves.com.au

Lessons from Australian companies leading the way

Participants say:
"The facilitator was fantastic, informed
and interactive."
"Content and material was engaging
and thought provoking. Best course I’ve
ever done."
"Loved hearing statistics and real world
stories."
"I have attended lots of courses that
have helped me DO things better. This
program inspired me... it will make me
BE better. Eye opening and
inspirational. Thank you."
"The facilitator was very informed and
engaging. It left me with homework
that I actually want to do and follow up
on. I don’t usually find that at courses."

